over the years. I’ve reached maturity with all my toes and fingers, a roof over my head, the
wherewithal to go to the movies every so often. My mind is unusual but IÕve never been Baker
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Oscar Senn has been painting since second grade. He

He was educated at Ringling School of Art in Sarasota
Florida. He has worked as a newspaper illustrator in
Florida and advertising Art Director in both Florida and
California. Senn has designed toys, TV commercials,
posters, logos, and annual reports. His work has been
included in Communication Arts magazine’s Illustration
Annual and honored by the New York Art Director’s Club.
As a fine artist, he is represented in Los Angeles by
Couturier Gallery on La Brea and Fairfax Gallery in
Ponte Vedra, Florida. His work is featured in collections
all over the country. He currently lives in Jacksonville,
Florida with a dog, two cats, and a turtle.

When I was moved to begin this series of secret saints, at first it was with tongue in cheek. I
thought it was my idea. I thought myself clever. The images amused me. I have since come
to understand there was a greater purpose behind them. That restoring the forgotten and the
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unknown to life is one way, maybe the only way, an artist can repay his good fortune.

Oscar Senn

has worked in acrylic and watercolor, but was always
most comfortable with oils. His art ranges from large
format Western and Florida landscapes to works that
explore the spiritual side of childhood and common
American life. His figural paintings evoke a poignant
narrative moment in the life of souls.

Acted. Gratitude is in order.

the hard time saints

God (or the Big Bang or Great Kahuna, whatever you call Her) has cut me some slack

Oscar Senn has always painted the fantastic and
miraculous. Whether turtles flying over urban
landscapes or the weirdly twisted rock formations in
his Southwest landscapes, SennÕs work has always
reflected an element of fantasy.

Senn

Now he has completed a body of work called The
Hard Time Saints. Originally inspired by Catholic
Holy Cards, this is Oscar’s own take on holiness
and spiritual worth. These new saints are boldly
delineated, full of drama and meaning, lovingly
decorated with circuslike scrollwork along their
borders. Instead of the famous and revered, his
images introduce another lineage–the common
saints, people we may pass every day. Those who
struggle and triumph without much notice. These
are saints whose good is hidden, haloes unseen.
Their faces have come through faded, cast-off
shapshots from old family albums sold by the boxful
at flea markets. Some are obscure images of halfforgotten musicians. Others are inspired by friends
and acquaintances and people of the streets.
ÒI have come to see the saint paintings as acts of
redemption. They lift the discarded, the ignored,
the invisible, resurrect them from dustbins and
dumpsters, give them a place of honor, restore them
to family. Each is a shrine to a soul reclaimed. A
reminder that we are all in this together and the light
of heaven can blaze through any window, no matter
how cracked or dusty.Ó
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DEDICATED
To the saints around us

These souls have come to me through faded, cast-off

of heaven can blaze through any window, no matter

snapshots, torn from family albums and sold by the

how cracked or dusty.

boxful at flea markets. Some are obscure images of
half-forgotten musicians. A few are folks I know, a

The original inspiration came from Catholic Holy

cleaning lady or an acquaintance, or people of the

Cards, icons for the faithful to carry in their wallets,

streets. I have come to see the saint paintings as acts

brightly illustrated, lovingly decorated, full of drama

of redemption. They lift the discarded, the ignored,

and meaning. Instead of the famous and revered,

the invisible. Resurrect them from dustbins and

my own cards show the world another lineage – the

dumpsters, give them a place of honor, restore them

common saints. People we may pass every day.

to family. Each is a shrine to a lost soul reclaimed. A

Those who struggle and triumph without much

reminder that we are all in this together and the light

notice. Saints whose good is hidden, haloes unseen.

The borders on these paintings are not just decoration. They are magical boundaries which hold the power in. They form
what the Greeks called temenos, a sacred precinct. A place set aside for devotion. They are hand-done, imperfect. Like any
of us, they have no special claim to beauty, and that is the beauty of them.

St. Joe
St. Joe was a bold and in-your-face
guy. He was known in his lifetime as
obnoxious and supremely selfcentered. However, as with many
traits carried to an extreme, such
a nature can produce a memorable
personality worthy of devotion.
He is the intercessor for the socially
inept, the unwittingly rude, and the
personally insensitive. Call upon
him whenever oblivious gusto is
needed, such as when confronting
car salesmen or dealing with
telemarketers. For the cripplingly
shy, a small prayer to St. Joe
can effect wonderful boldness
and confidence of spirit. Don’t
overdo devotion to this potent and
disagreeable saint, or friends will
stop taking your calls.
Collection of Bob Willis and Sherry McGill
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St. Faustini

Born Leopold Crasner, Faustini was
his stage name. He traveled throughout
the Levant as a stage magician on the
falafel circuit.
While entertaining the Sultan of
Istanbul, one of his tricks went awry.
Doves flew everywhere, rabbits milled
about the stage. The enraged Sultan
ordered his Vizier, a first-rate sorceror,
to mark Faustini forever as a charlatan
by giving him a monstrous appearance.
Faustini was banished to the lowest
cave of the dungeon in shame and
despair. When a group of terrified
orphans was cast into the depths with
him, Faustini found the compassion
and skill to produce magical fire,
warming and comforting the children.
The orphans’ prayers reversed the
Sultan’s curse and elevated Faustini to
the ranks of genuine saints. He is the
patron of mediocre talents who rise to
the occasion.
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The Samson
Brothers
Sour Travis and sunny Elmer Ray
were an odd couple, for saints.
They lived as hermits deep in the
forests of Arkansas. To Travis’s
chagrin, they became well-known in
the area when Elmer Ray began to
take in abandoned animals. By the
time the Interstate came through,
they hosted over 10,000 strays of
various breeds. And though Travis
complained daily in very vivid terms,
they’d earned fame as endearing folk
heroes. The Samson Brothers now
intercede for anyone trapped into
doing good despite their own wishes.
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St. Bertha

Bertha Benoni Williams fought a
lifelong battle with depression so
dark it transformed her into a saint.
She had no more bad luck and ill
fortune than others, but she took it
more to heart.
Never heard to complain or
bemoan her fate, Bertha grew into
a world-class fretter. By taking up
all the available negative energy,
she gave a mysterious emotional lift
to anyone within a hundred yards.
Her presence bestowed rosy wellbeing on countless strangers. She
never knew the good she spread
and remained an anonymous
blessing all her life.
She is the patron saint of chronic
worriers. Call on her, and she’ll do
all the work. She can lift the weight
off any shoulders.
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St. Zelda
diMarco
Mrs. diMarco lived on the Upper
East Side and she lived to shop.
At one time she owned 500 hats
and 400 pairs of really stylish
shoes. While shopping prowess
did not earn her a halo, she was
impeccable at it. Single-handedly,
this woman lifted a twenty-square
block area of New York out of the
Great Depression and onto the road
to recovery. No one at the time was
able to trace the slow turnaround
specifically to her, but modern
statistical methods have pinpointed
her sprees as the catalyst. And she
was always kind to the poor.
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Mississippi
St. John
The patron saint of those who have
no plan. He lived on rivers, mostly,
whether on rickety raft or snug
houseboat. He couldn’t be nailed
down to any particular coastline.
Made his living, such as it was, by
gambling. He was good for a roll of
craps or a pool match at any time,
and was never without a deck of
cards. Some say he played a mean
blues on a pocket harp, too.
He inspired no one, saved no one,
performed no miracles (except filling
an inside straight), yet he is worthy
of veneration. Just to look at him
always made people feel a little freer.
Look close, and see if you can keep
from smiling.
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Our Lady
of the Casabas
Mama McClendon not only had a
green thumb, the rest of her fingers
were similarly gifted. She turned the
village of Wifford, Iowa into one of
the garden spots of the region. Before
her, no one there much cared about
gardens. They all supported the
farming trade one way or another,
and were satisfied with growing their
bank accounts. Mama McClendon’s
shameless joy at planting for the fun
of it became a scandal. But when
she won the Glorious Melons contest
at the state fair, other Wiffordians
began venturing into their yards
with spades. For the next twelve
years the hamlet dominated growing
competitions around the state. Even
those who didn’t win a prize seemed
more content.
She reminds us to never underestimate
the power of doing what you love.
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St. Shanna

Her name was Shanna Feinburg,
and the best work she could find was
cleaning houses. Her dream was
to study criminology and become a
policewoman, but that seemed far out
of reach. She contented herself with
being a conscientious housecleaner,
and knowing every cleaning agent
known to Man.
Until she opened up the Jenkins home
one morning to find the Mrs. on the
kitchen floor waiting for a chalk
outline. By the time the cops arrived,
Shanna had pieced together what
must have happened so thoroughly
that the officers credited her in their
report. That earned her a citation and
a scholarship. She is now a Lieutenant
of Detectives in Dallas, and has the
cleanest squadroom in City Hall.
Do what you do best and the universe
will notice.
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Sts. Ida & Eva
Ida and Eva were twins, separated
by the chances of fate. After her
grandaddy died, Ida Mae Grovener
started a farm on their land, of
radishes and lettuce, for herself
and then to sell to local markets.
The love and devotion she held
for the land soon had her goods
in demand. Chefs in farflung cities
required Grovenor produce in their
restaurants. Though successful, she
stayed in the old house and tended
that garden patch by herself.

In Denver, Eva Jones ate a Ceasar
salad made from Grovener greens.
Suddenly her heart filled with visions
of balmy Alabama, and she wept.
She soon traced the lettuce back to
Ida, and the twins were reunited.
Their salad products, now packaged
under the IdaEva label are a big
seller, and they added a canning
wing onto the house.
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The Tattooed

Angel

She visits in the blackest pit of night,
when the raves are peaking and
you’re dead asleep. Shy and bold (all
angels are contradictory by nature),
she flings astonishing images into
your slumber – mythical creatures,
intricately coiled designs, glowing
hearts. Your dreams go Technicolor.
If you listen to the creatures you
meet, you will find a great wisdom
begins filling your waking hours
even if you can’t remember a dream.
The only evidence of her visits may
be ghostly afterimages on your
sheets. Blink twice and they’re
gone. Like colored snow from some
psychedelic winter, they melt quickly
in the light of morning.
Her name is Renael. Call on her and
your nights will fill with magic.
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St. Sam
The simplest of people, no one
you would glance at twice. Sam
Callahan fished off bridges, worked
some in a bait store, picked fruit
during the season. He couldn’t
keep a wife – they kept running off,
falling for slicker, smoother-talking
dudes. If you asked him why, he’d
just grin and shake his head, say
“It’s the way God made ‘em.” A
man so dependable they let him
run a tab at Leo’s Liquors. Finally
moved into a shotgun house by the
train tracks, a cat named Red his
only comfort.
Why then is he in the company of
saints? Why the aura around his
head? Because he never caught
a break in this life and held it
against no one. Quite simply, he
was the nicest man on Earth, and
no one much noticed. That’s why
he’s in this book and on this wall.
Here’s to you, Sam.
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St. Wilbur

Born in upstate New York, Wilbur
Preston worked at Mr. Aronson’s
market since he was nine. First he just
swept and delivered groceries but soon
he was tall enough to run the sausage
machine. Over time, he tried new
spices to liven up Mr. Aronson’s recipe.
Wilbur’s weiners were a hit.
At 29 he had saved enough to buy his
own meat grinder and head to the big
city. He bought a hot dog cart and
peddled the streets of Harlem. He sold
Wilbur’s Weiners there the rest of his life.
He was a quiet man and lived simply.
He once said, “No one went away
hungry. If I heard a stomach growl,
they got a sausage dog, money or not.”
Every time he handed out one of
Wilbur’s delicious weiners he said,
“Do good and good will come to you.”
Collection of Jim and Lynn Harlin
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St. Sunny

He went by different names in
different cities. A snappy dresser
with flashing eyes, he followed highstakes crap games throughout the
South. Often leaving a pair of gold
dice as his calling card, “to spread
the luck around.”
Our story now shifts to Lubie
McLean of Charleston, who one
black midnight, was rolling for the
biggest score of his life. He thought
the dark stranger he was playing was
joking when he suggested Lubie’s
soul go in the pot. Lubie glanced into
those bloodshot eyes, screwed up his
moxie, blew on the bones and rolled.
Some saints never know the good
they’ve done. The dice Lubie rolled
that night were gold, and the dark
stranger went away cursing his
infernal luck.
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St. LaMont

LaMont Carstairs had a way with words.
For 30 years he pitched the products of
any company who could hire him. His ad
campaigns won national acclaim. He was
on top until the Sippy Cup catastrophe.
Thousands of colorful cups enticed
toddlers to drink from them. The result
was PCP poisoning and a massive recall.
LaMont’s agency went broke, his home
was foreclosed. Depression and thoughts
of suicide dogged his days. He was chained
to his failure and seldom left home.
One sleepless night as he sat sneaking
a smoke, an angel appeared and said,
“LaMont, your gift of persuasion is
needed. Praise only what is good, sell
only what is fit, and you will be restored.”
LaMont did as the angel said. He never
regained fame or wealth but, free of lies
and deception his copy soared. Clients
filtered back. LaMont regained his voice
and prospered.
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St. Lorena

As orphanages go, Sweptmoor
wasn’t bad. Lorena DeBehnke had
seen worse. But a warm place to
sleep and 3 squares couldn’t fill the
empty place in her heart. She hid
the stray puppy under the house
until his whining alerted the staff.
Mrs. Ledbetter was stern and final
in her refusal. Before the dogcatcher
could come from Wichita, Lorena hid
Barkley in nearby woods. She looked
hard into his eyes and said in her
most adult voice, “Stay here. Don’t
bark, don’t whine, and I’ll come back
for you. I won’t leave you alone.” He
stayed faithful to that charge for two
weeks, living off table scraps.
Until the night the orphanage caught
fire, when Barkley chewed through
his ropes and woke the staff with
wild barking. Mrs. Ledbetter’s heart
melted that night, Sweptmoor gained
a new wing and a mascot. Lorena
won her halo.
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St. Homer

Dashing and puckish in his youth,
Homer Ray Watson was the youngest
field agent in the Macon FBI field
office. He nabbed Sweets McGurdy,
the kidnapper. But putting people in
jail didn’t fit Homer’s character. And
he didn’t care for that new Hoover
guy’s management style.
He gave up enforcing the law when
he became a husband and father
and moved to rural Terrell County.
Ran a dinky crossroads store on
the edge of town and lived a quiet
life. He dealt fairly with all, no
matter what race, how rich or poor.
Homer risked extending credit to
anyone who asked for it. He knew
what it was like to need a helping
hand and offered one. Hard-shell
honest, treating customers with an
evenhanded respect rare for the
Deep South. This may not earn you
a halo and a title in some people’s
book, but it does in this one.
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This exhibit and book would not have been possible without the generous help
and encouragement of many people, among whom: Mary Lea Bradford, who
was a great cheerleader at the beginning; Lynn Skapyak Harlin, for peerless
copy and editing; Lori Funk, for boundless enthusiasm; Jim Draper for his
laughter and suggestions; Glenn Overman, for inspiration; Robert Willis for
his patronage; Dick Waterman’s wonderful photographs; Cheryl Abood, for
the gift of her amazing snapshots; and the thousands of anonymous families
and individuals who unknowingly contributed their faces and lives to this
effort. Thank you all.
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